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U.S. COMMERCE DEPARTMENT RELEASES SIX-YEAR FORECAST FOR
FOR INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL TO THE UNITED STATES — 2015-2020
The U.S. Department of Commerce (DOC) projects international travel to the United States will continue
experiencing growth through 2020, based on the National Travel and Tourism Office’s 2015 Fall Travel
Forecast.
Visitor volume in 2015 is expected to end the year up 0.4 percent to produce a new record of 75.3 million
visitors who stay one or more nights in the United States. 2016 should build on this growth and produce a 2.6
percent increase and a new volume record of 77.3 million visitors.
According to the current forecast, the United States would see 0.4 percent to 4.2 percent annual growth rates
in visitor volume over the 2015-2020 timeframe. By 2020 this growth would produce 90.3 million visitors, a 20
percent increase, and more than 15 million additional visitors compared to 2014. The latest forecast produces
a compound annual growth rate over the forecast period of 3.1%. This rate is lower than the level in the
Spring 2015 Travel Forecast due to a recent significant downward shift in visitor volume for many top origin
markets, and despite strong growth overall for all non-top twenty countries forecasted by simple formulaic
trending due to strong 2014 visitor volume performances. In addition to the reduction of the six-year overall
annual growth rate for the top 20 countries specifically forecasted by NTTO compared to the spring 2015
forecast, this new forecast continues and enhances the shifting of growth from the early years to the out years
of the forecast. All but two of the top-20 visitor origin countries are forecast to grow from 2014 through 2020.
Countries with the largest total growth percentages are China (129%), India (47%), Taiwan (39%), South Korea
(36%), and Australia (27%). Venezuela (-25%) and Argentina (-15%) are the only countries expected to have a
decline in volume over the forecast period.
Four countries are expected to account for 56 percent of the projected growth from 2014 through 2020.
These volume growth leaders are Mexico (27% of expected total growth of 15 million additional visitors),
China (19%), Canada (5%), and the United Kingdom (5%).
If the forecast results are realized through 2020, the current top-ten countries remain as such, but China will
move from #6 in 2014 to #3 in 2020, while the U.K., Japan, and Brazil will each slip down one place in the
ranking. Additionally, South Korea will surpass France to assume the #8 spot.
The U.S. travel forecast was prepared by research staff in the Department of Commerce/National Travel and
Tourism Office using economic/demographic/social factors, historical visitation trends, input from the DOC
Global Markets staff abroad, and numerous other miscellaneous sources. The NTTO travel forecast is updated
in the spring and fall each year.

ADDITIONAL FORECAST DETAIL AND LINKS
Forecast Highlights by Region
North America: The forecast for this region, comprised of top markets Canada and Mexico, is downgraded
from the spring forecast, but performance by 2020 still results in the largest regional growth over the forecast
period. Growth should generate 4.9 million additional visitors in 2020 compared to 2014, dominated by
Mexico’s growth of 4.1 million additional visitors to reach 21.2 million. Canada volume should grow by 804
thousand visitors and remain the top origin market with 23.8 million visitors. Regional total growth is 12
percent over the period.
Europe: By 2020 arrivals from Europe are projected to be 16.9 million, or 16 percent higher than the 2014
volume. The largest volume growth from Europe will come from the U.K. (+800,000), France (245,000), and
Germany (+237,000). These growth forecasts reflect low-growth rates based on large traveler volume bases.
For perspective, Western Europe countries are expected to produce 2.2 million additional travelers in 2020
versus 2014 compared to 554 thousand additional travelers from Eastern Europe countries.
Asia-Pacific: This world region is expected to produce a 45 percent increase in visitors by 2020. Japan, the
largest Asian market and second-largest overseas market, is forecast to have essentially the same visitor
volume in 2020 compared to 2014, but the path to flat performance includes two years of volume declines
followed by four years of very low growth. However, 2020 volume will remain well below the 1997 record
level of 5.4 million. High growth rates and large growth volumes are expected in 2015 for China (17%), South
Korea (19%), India (13%), and Taiwan (8%). Similarly, these four countries are expected to have among the
largest total visitor volume growth of any country from 2014 through 2020. China is expected to increase by a
total of 2.8 million visitors, a 129 percent increase through 2020, and produce the second-largest number of
additional visitors behind Mexico. South Korea should produce an additional 526,000 visitors (+36%), while
India could add 452,000 additional visitors (+47%). Australia dominates the Oceania region and is projected to
increase 346,000 visitors, or 27 percent between 2014 and 2020.
South America: South America will remain a top producer of additional travelers for the next several years,
although its contribution to arrivals growth is drastically downgraded in this current forecast. By 2020 South
America will generate nearly 1.0 million more visitors, a 19% increase compared to 2014. Brazil, the largest
source market in the region, is expected to build on its 2014 record-breaking performance and increase 4% in
2015. By 2020 the United States could host 2.7 million Brazilian visitors, an 18% increase over 2014.
Venezuela, Argentina, and Colombia, which two years ago were ranked 13, 14, and 15, respectively—and were
all moving up in rankings—are now countries on different volume paths. Colombia should continue its recent
growth performances and produce growth of 222,000 visitors (+25%). Argentina’s recent strong growth will
turn to declines for the first three years of the forecast period before returning to a growth mode to end the
forecast with a volume decline of 99,000 travelers (-15%). Venezuela’s reversal in outlook has been quick and
profound. The long-term high hopes for this star-performing country over the past decade has been replaced
by a forecast calling for a sobering net loss of 155 thousand visitors (-25%) at the end of the forecast period.
Note on 2014 revisions: These forecasts include a technical data-processing change that is the impact of
automation and a processing of the 2014 stateless data to use U.S. citizen estimates as residents only for the
missing residency data for the noted visitor counts for overseas countries compared to previous forecast
releases and actual volumes. The processing change does not impact Canada or Mexico visitor counts,
although the Mexico government also recently revised its estimate. For more information about the changes
to the monthly arrivals program, visit our website at:
http://travel.trade.gov/research/programs/i94/description.html.

For more information on the NTTO Travel Forecast, including data tables for the world regions and the top 20
visitor origin countries, please visit:
http://travel.trade.gov/view/f-2000-99-001/index.html
Travel and tourism is the largest services export industry for the United States. For official information on
international travel to the United States, please visit:
http://travel.trade.gov/

